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Abstract
Sound waves from speech can potentially induce vibrations, propor-
tional to the speech signal, on nearby objects. Each of these objects
introduces the risk for a malicious attacker to exploit the induced vi-
brations to eavesdrop on the speech. Such an eavesdropping attack
is critical when we consider the potential for induced vibrations
in standard magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs). As an instance of
this threat, prior research has demonstrated that speech in certain
scenarios can induce vibrations on the read/write head of an HDD
in order to eavesdrop on the speech (Kwong et al.; Oakland’19).

In this paper, we revisit this line of research and aim to provide
a closer investigation into whether HDDs can in fact be used as a
source for eavesdropping on speech vibrations. As a foundation for
our study, we utilize an effective, and robust methodology using
laser vibrometry to measure the subtle speech vibrations induced
on the read/write head. The prior study tested only a single HDD
and only machine-rendered speech in a single setting with very
loud speech. Our work broadens the scope of this research in many
significant ways. First, we test multiple popular HDDs of different
models and sizes to evaluate the generalizability of the overall threat.
Second, we evaluate the threat from live human speech spoken near
an HDD, expanding the scope of the attack to include most real-
world speech settings involving normal human conversations. Third,
we define machine-rendered speech scenarios to explore different
propagation media and degrees of speech loudness.

Our findings are two-fold. First, we observed that live human
speech traveling through the air is not generally strong enough to
impact HDDs such that intelligible speech information is leaked.
Second, most tested HDDs did not seem capable of eavesdropping
on machine-rendered speech unless the speech is loud enough, or
the HDD shares a surface or is in direct contact with the speaker
device. This implies HDDs cannot eavesdrop live human speech.
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1 Introduction
The magnetic hard disk drive (HDD) has been a widely trusted and
implemented technology for over 60 years. Today, HDDs are used
ubiquitously across the world in home and business settings and it
is believed that they will remain popular for many more years to
come [1, 2]. While HDD technology has advanced, it maintains the
same basic function: the storage and retrieval of digital information
per the user’s command.

However, what if this technology were to also breach user’s
privacy? Specifically, what if an attacker could record the vibrations
of an HDD’s read/write head while sensitive speech is spoken
nearby and possibly use the vibration data to infer speech (at least
partially). For instance, the attacker can measure the vibrations of
the read/write head by recording the position error signal (PES) data
[3] (e.g., via a firmware malware) or by using some other vibration
sensor attached to the head for shock detection purposes [4]. With
sufficiently strong vibrations induced from external speech, these
channels would allow an HDD to inadvertently act as a microphone
device that records speech information, as demonstrated in prior
research by Kwong et al. [5]. This attack holds a similar threat level
to microphone surveillance, but can be even stealthier because the
HDDs are already in place.

While previous work in this area is valuable and does demon-
strate a hint at the potential of HDDs eavesdropping over speech,
crucially, the underlying experimental settings seem limiting to
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ascertain the true viability and generalizability of the threat [5].
First, the study was limited to experimenting on one HDD, a 1TB
Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 HDD, from which the authors could
identify the exposed AMUX pin needed to extract the PES data.
Second, the only speech source tested in this study was a speaker
device (machine-rendered speech) that played speech samples at
high loudness levels (75 dB, 85 dB and 90 dB), well above the normal
range for human conversation (40 dB to 60 dB) [6, 7]. Figure 1b
depicts the single scenario tested in [5]. Therefore, the results of
this prior work are likely anecdotal and as we come to find, the
methodology is not reproducible or scalable for our purposes.

In this paper, we pursue a comprehensive study of the vibration
impact to the read/write head of HDDs when exposed to external
speech. As we want to measure the subtle vibrations that are the
source of the threat, what technique could be intuitively better for
such measurements than laser vibrometry? Thus, a novel method-
ological approach to our research is the use of a high-fidelity laser
vibrometer to investigate the limitations of speech eavesdropping
that uses vibrations of a read/write head. While other techniques
exist, laser vibrometry provides a reliable method for measuring vi-
bration data from emanations of acoustic signals. This methodology
is highly robust to handle the depth and breadth of our research.
Not only does the laser vibrometer measure with great precision, it
is easily portable to measure different HDD models.

Using the laser vibrometry methodology, we dissect the studied
threat along the following dimensions. First, for the assessment of
the threat’s generalizability, we use five HDDs of varying popular
brands in our experimentation. Second, we explore a wide variety
of eavesdropping scenarios with variable parameters: (1) speech
sources (live human speech and machine-rendered speech), (2) loud-
ness levels (normal (60 dB), loud (70 dB), and very loud (85 dB)), and
(3) transmission mediums (aerial, shared surface, and direct contact),
in order to gain a broader knowledge about the proposed threat.
Assessing live human speech over the aerial medium in this con-
text is extremely important as this represents the most natural and
common scenario underlying the threat, which could put routine
human conversations near HDDs at risk. We do not look to develop
any particular attack instance, but rather aim to analyze whether or
not such a threat is likely under realistic speech scenarios. To this
end, we deliberately create an experimental setup that mea-
sures the potential for speech eavesdropping in more favorable
settings than a real-world attacker would likely achieve. If
eavesdropping results are poor in this set-up, we can assume they
will be poorer in real-world settings, suggesting the lack of viability
of such attacks. In this work we do not present a new or alternative
attack methodology, but seek to explore the speech leakage poten-
tial of the vibration data that would be collected by a successful
attack (i.e., PES, bugging, etc.).

Overall, the results from our study show that the chance of an
HDD eavesdropping on speech information via vibrations induced
on its read/write head is relatively low and applies to only some
limiting scenarios. Our results also reconfirm the findings of the
prior study [5] for their specific experimental settings mentioned
above, based on our methodology.

Our Contributions: We summarize our key contributions and
results below:

(1). Measuring Vibration Effects of Live Human Speech: We
measured and observed the effect of vibrations induced by sound
waves from live human speech on the read/write heads of multi-
ple HDDs. Specifically, we defined the live speech scenario: Live
human-speech (Figure 1a). The complete description of this sce-
nario is found in Section 2.5. Comparing each measurement with
a baseline control measurement of each HDD’s natural frequency
vibration (i.e., in the absence of speech signals) allowed us to de-
termine any effects caused directly by the external speech. We
performed both time-domain and frequency-domain analyses to
identify what scenarios caused a clear vibrational effect. Our results
indicate that live human speech, at normal conversational loudness,
seems incapable of affecting the read/write head. This suggests
that acoustic vibrations traveling via the aerial medium may not be
strong enough at this loudness to leak speech information.

(2). Measuring Vibration Effects of Machine-Rendered Speech:
We also observed the effects of vibrations induced by sound waves
from machine-rendered speech through multiple propagation medi-
ums and at multiple loudness levels. Specifically, we defined three
machine-rendered speech scenarios. Loudspeaker-Aerial (Figure 1b),
Loudspeaker-Same-Surface (Figure 1c) and Loudspeaker-Touching
(Figure 1d). Full descriptions of each of the machine-rendered
speech scenarios can be found in Section 2.5. Our results from the
Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario indicate that even machine-rendered
speech at normal loudness is not able to induce a vibrational effect
on the read/write head of HDDs. Via the aerial propagationmedium,
vibrations induced by the external speech were only observed in the
very loud (85 dB) setting. This observation also serves to recreate
and reconfirm the results of Kwong et al. using an independent
methodology. On the other hand, the Loudspeaker-Same-Surface
scenario in the loud and very loud settings and the Loudspeaker-
Touching scenario in all loudness settings (normal, loud and very
loud) made clear impacts on the read/write heads. This suggests
that only vibrations propagated via very loud speech, or through a
shared surface or direct contact are strong enough to leak speech
information. Table 1 provides a summary of our observed results.

(3). Laser Vibrometry as a Study Methodology: Our use of laser
vibrometry to evaluate the limitations and practicality of vibration-
based speech eavesdropping attacks that utilize vibrations induced
on the read/write head of HDDs, is a novel contribution in our re-
search. Laser vibrometers allowed us to measure subtle vibrations
with a very high degree of precision and reveal information that
would otherwise be unavailable. This is a broader methodology
which may be used to assess the feasibility of other vibration-based
side channel attacks (e.g., [8–10]). The use of this technique pro-
vided another unique advantage for our current research because
the vibrometer is easily portable to different HDD models. Our
recreation of the results of [5] serves to further confirm the effec-
tiveness of our methodology (elaborated in Section 3).

2 Preliminaries & Attack Scenarios
2.1 Principles of Vibration and Sound
Vibration and sound are very closely related concepts. Vibrations
generate sound in the form of pressurewaves that propagate through
the air. Conversely, these pressure waves can induce vibrations in
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(a) Live-Human-Aerial: aerial sound waves from
live human speech.

(b) Loudspeaker-Aerial: aerial
sound waves from
loudspeaker device.

(c) Loudspeaker-SameSurf :
sound waves propagated
through a shared surface

with the loudspeaker device.

(d) Loudspeaker-Touching:
sound waves propagated directly

from loudspeaker device to
HDD enclosure.

Figure 1: Our work studied different HDD speech eavesdropping scenarios in three volume settings (normal, loud, and very loud). *Kwong et al. only studied the
Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario in the loud and very loud volume settings.

structures they encounter. A prime example of these concepts can
be seen in how humans speak and hear. Vibrations of our vocal
chords produce the sounds that we use to speak. Our ability to hear
these sounds comes from the vibrations induced in our eardrums
by the sound waves. Therefore, any structure that can record and
interpret sound waves is effectively a listening device. Microphones
are the main example of this as they are designed similar to the hu-
man eardrum. Amicrophone device contains an internal diaphragm
that reacts to changes in air pressure caused by sound waves that
propagate aerially. The vibrations induced on the diaphragm are
transformed into an analog signal and output by the microphone.

2.2 Natural HDD Vibrations
Vibrations in HDDs can pose serious problems, affecting the posi-
tion of the head and causing read/write errors [11]. Many factors
have been considered for the design of HDDs in order to handle any
internal vibrations. There are 3 main internal sources that can in-
duce vibrations on the read/write head of a HDD [12]. First, platter
wobble is caused by a small imbalance in the rotating disc platters
which will induce vibrations as the disk rotates. Second, the head
seek action involves the acceleration of the actuator arm at very
high speeds to position the head, causing a resultant force to be
applied into the HDD (e.g., inducing vibrations). Appendix Figure
7 depicts a force diagram of an HDD and how these two sources
can propagate vibrations through the HDD. The last source for
internal vibrations is the computer’s fan. The fan unit contains a
spinning component that induces some vibration into the HDD
that is housed in the same compartment. Since our experiments
remove the HDD from the computer casing, this source of vibra-
tion does not apply to our experimental setup. Additionally, as we
design our experiments to measure an HDD that maintains an idle
read/write head position, the acceleration of the actuator arm is
a source of vibration that does not apply to our work. Therefore,
the only internal source for vibrations that introduces variability
among our tested HDDs is platter wobble.

2.3 Threat Model
For our study, we consider a threat model in which an attacker has,
or can gain, access to the vibration data of the read/write head of a

target HDD. An attacker like the one described in [5] can gain root
privileges on an HDD and retrieve the PES data. The PES tracks
the displacement of the HDD’s read/write head from its intended
track on the disk platter [13]; allowing it to measure any external
vibrations induced on the head that would cause displacement. The
attacker could re-flash the HDD’s firmware to expose the PES or
affect the HDD physically while it is in transit and inject malware
or conduct a machine-in-the-middle attack to update the firmware.
It is also assumed that digital signatures are not used on the HDD
and that the attack is Operating System independent. The objective
of the attacker is to glean vibration data about the read/write head
and use it to reconstruct the human speech spoken in the vicinity
of the HDD. Alternatively, a malicious attacker could utilize some
other sensor technology, such as a vibration sensor used for shock
prevention [4], to record vibration data from the read/write head
of the victim HDD. The defining characteristic of our attacker is
the ability to measure the vibration leakage of the read/write head
– by any viable method available.

2.4 Experimental Attack Parameters
Sound Pressure Level: The loudness of a sound, or Sound Pressure
Level (SPL), is measured in decibels (dB). The SPL of Normal con-
versation is estimated between 40 dB to 60 dB [6, 7]. Therefore, any
noise above 70 dB may be considered Loud in terms of human con-
versation. As in previous work [5], greater dB levels were explored;
so we analyze sounds ≥ 85 dB, termed the Very Loud setting.
Speech Sources: The two main categories of speech are live human
and machine-rendered. Live human speech includes original speech
produced from the vocal chords of a human. Machine-rendered
speech refers to a speaker device playing the audio of human speech.
Both sources are very similar and can project acoustic sound waves
that can be interpreted by listening devices such as a microphone
or the human ear. Therefore, both sources have a similar potential
to leak the same speech information. For our methodology, we
designated a live human speaker and a loudspeaker device for the
live human and machine-rendered speech sources, respectively.
Sound Wave Transfer Mediums: To understand the effect of
sound waves on the read/write head of HDDs, we considered the
medium used to travel to the HDD and how different mediums
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may induce different effects. We defined three transfer mediums
with different efficiencies for energy transmission and observed
how the vibrational impact of sound waves differed. The aerial
medium involves sound waves traveling through the air and is the
least efficient at transmitting speech energy. This represents the
natural medium of human speech as people talk to each other. We
also defined the same surface medium to represent the scenario of
a speaker device sharing a surface with an HDD which is more
efficient at energy transmission than the aerial medium. Vibrations
from the machine-rendered speech of a speaker device can propa-
gate along the shared solid surface and potentially induce a greater
vibrational effect than the aerial medium. Lastly, we considered
the most severe scenario of propagated vibrations and defined the
touching medium in which a loudspeaker device playing speech
is in physical contact with an HDD. This medium has the highest
efficiency for energy transmission because the vibrations from the
speaker device propagate directly without dampening.

2.5 Experimental Attack Scenarios
We conceptualized different scenarios to investigate the effect of
sound wave vibrations induced on read/write heads. Particularly,
we considered the three test parameters described above: 1) Sound
Pressure Level, 2) Speech Source, and 3) Transfer Medium. Some of
the scenarios in our experimental design mimic the designs used in
[5] in which machine-rendered speech is played aerially through a
loudspeaker device in a loud or very loud SPL setting. Expanding
on this research, we considered factors not previously studied.
Live Human Speech:We designed a human speaker scenario in
which the speaker talks near the HDD. As the speech originates
from a live human speaker, the transfer medium in this scenario is
the air. Therefore, we termed this scenario as Live-Human-Aerial
and illustrated it in Figure 1a. To determine the threat to regular
human conversation, the live speech is spoken in the normal SPL
range. This setup mimics a normal conversation between humans
in the presence of an HDD and best represents the real-world threat
that would be faced.
Machine-Rendered Speech: We also designed a set of three
machine-rendered speech scenarios inwhich a portable loudspeaker
device is the speech source. One scenario is defined for each prop-
agation medium, termed; Loudspeaker-Aerial, Loudspeaker-Same-
Surface and Loudspeaker-Touching. The key advantage that a loud-
speaker device has over a live human speaker is that it can reach
volumes above the range of the human voice, allowing the device
to project stronger sound waves. Thus, machine-rendered speech
can achieve all three SPL settings.

The first machine-rendered speech scenario that we defined is
the Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario. This scenario refers to speech
audio played through a loudspeaker device and traveling aerially to
reach the HDD and is depicted in Figure 1b. This scenario mimics
the aerial medium of live human speech and represents a situation
in which a speaker device (i.e., smart phone, portable speaker) is
held in the hand of the user as sound waves travel to the HDD.

Next, the Loudspeaker-Same-Surface scenario involves speech
audio played through a loudspeaker device that shares a common
solid surface with the HDD and is shown in Figure 1c. This scenario
reveals the effects of a solid transfer medium on the propagation of

sound wave induced vibrations. An example of this would be if a
person in their office placed their cellphone on their desk before
playing a voicemail. If both the cellphone and the computer are
on the same desk, there is potential leakage via the vibrations
propagating from the phone to the computer.

Lastly, we define the Loudspeaker-Touching scenario in which
the loudspeaker device playing speech audio is in physical contact
with the HDD. This scenario is depicted in Figure 1d. Although
less likely to occur in a practical setting, this scenario was used to
investigate how directly propagated vibrations impact the HDD.

3 Our Methodology
Overview of Laser Doppler Vibrometry: The Doppler effect
refers to the change in a wave’s frequency as it encounters a mov-
ing object [14]. As the object moves closer or farther from the
source of the sound wave, the received wave frequency either in-
creases or decreases respectively. In the implementation of a laser
vibrometer (LDV), the frequency of the light beam shifts in pro-
portion to its velocity as it is reflected off of a moving object. The
velocity information is recorded in the frequency and measured by
the LDV. Through this process, an LDV can be used to measure
vibrational displacement. Additionally, the standard USB data ac-
quisition system used with an LDV device can process the voltage
signal generated by the interferometer and digital decoding elec-
tronics. The signal is created by converting the wave frequency
shifts. Laser Doppler vibrometry is currently used in many applica-
tions and fields of research because it offers the highest resolutions
for vibration measurements [15].
Our Implementation: For each of the five HDDs used in our study,
we implemented the methodology described in [5] for identifying
the exposed PES pin. We connected to each HDD’s serial diagnostic
port and toggled the AMUX signal ON and OFF while using an
oscilloscope to observe the output from each exposed pins of the
circuit board. A diagram depicting this set of experiments can be
found in Appendix Figure 8. Unlike the work in [5], we found that
none of the exposed pins on our HDDs output the expected signal
or changed values when we toggled the AMUX command. The lack
of pin access across the HDD models we selected inspired us to
explore another methodology.

We chose to use laser vibrometry to collect vibration data in our
study for significant reasons. First, the LDV technology is highly
portable to work for the generalized scope of our study. Secondly,
the LDV devices we use (detailed in Section 4.1), have very high
accuracy and resolution in comparison to other known techniques
(such as PES). The standard width of a single track on an HDD
platter, measured in the radial direction, is approximately 200-250
nm [16]. With displacement resolutions of 0.1 pm (or 0.0001 nm)
and 0.3 pm (or 0.0003 nm) [17, 18], we determined that two of the
vibrometer setups we used are more than sufficient for detecting the
vibrations of the read/write head that would be recorded by other
state-of-the-art methods. To take our measurements, the read/write
head of the HDD had to be exposed. In our experiments we revealed
the head by removing the front casing of the HDD and measuring
while the head was in an idle position.

As it was used in [5], the PES readings are just linear modulation
values that can be written to .WAV format. This is the same method
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used by microphones when converting analog data (vibrations of
the diaphragm component) to a digital audio signal. Therefore,
an LDV device is a viable alternative for collecting vibration data
for our feasibility study. We are not claiming LDV can be used in
place of PES to achieve the same attack. We acknowledge that any
vibration sensor could be used to capture the same information
as the PES (raw vibration data), but chose LDV for its superior
sampling frequency and portability to measure multiple HDDs.
Notably, we are not presenting our methodology for an actual
attack, but simply as a means to capture the same information (or
better) as the attack previously introduced in [5] so that we may
assess what speech leakage, if any, exists.

4 Experiments and Data Collection
4.1 Vibrometer Equipment Used
We utilized three different models of laser vibrometers supplied
by the company Polytec; the PDV-100 Portable Digital Vibrometer
[19], the OFV-5000 Modular Vibrometer [17] and the Vibroflex vi-
brometer [18]. The PDV-100 vibrometer can measure vibrational
velocity in the 0-22kHz range and is therefore sufficient for cap-
turing speech signals in the audible frequency spectrum. We used
the PDV-100 vibrometer for initial experiments to establish our
baseline for measuring the vibrational effects of speech signals. We
expanded its use to collect initial data from one HDD for all of the
threat scenarios that we considered.

The second model we used was the OFV-5000 modular vibrome-
ter. Specifically, we used the OFV-5000 controller paired with the
MLV-I-120 sensor head, the VX-08 decoder, and the MLV-O-SRI
short distance lense. This setup introduced greater levels of mea-
surement sensitivity, and can also measure vibrational velocity in
the 0-22kHz frequency range. This model has a displacement reso-
lution of 0.1 pm. We use the OFV-5000 setup for the majority of our
data collection so that we can accurately determine if the presence
of speech can cause a vibrational effect on the read/write head to
the extent that speech information could be leaked.

The third model that we used was the Vibroflex vibrometer with
the VFX-I-120 sensor head, the VX-08 decoder, and the VFX-O-SRI
short distance lense. This setup has similar precision as the OFV-
5000 setup with a displacement resolution of 0.3 pm. We used the
Vibroflex setup to collect data from different HDDs in the loud
and very loud settings from [5] to confirm our methodology by
recreating prior results.

4.2 Hard Disk Drives Tested
We tested our scenarios using five HDDs of varying models and
sizes. We chose standard HDDs from popular manufacturers that
are readily available from all major vendors and are similar to the
one used in [5]. Additionally, we acquired the exact same HDD
model that was used in [5] to obtain results for comparison. We
used the Seagate Barracuda (250 GB) [20], Seagate Barracuda (80
GB)[21], Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 (1TB - from [5]) [22], Hitachi
Deskstar (80 GB) [23], and Fujitsu mini (120 GB) [24] HDDs. Each
of the HDDs are SATA type and use standard spinning disk platters
and read/write heads. Appendix Section A.1 contains all physical
specifications for the HDDs in Table 3.

Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) head type is currently the most
common read/write head type found in magnetic HDDs. SMR is
the next closest type but it adds another complexity which could
cause some resistance in being adopted faster and replacing GMR
heads. Additionally, the move from longitudinal (LMR) to perpen-
dicular magnetic recording (PMR) technology has influenced new
read/write recording methods. Currently, there are two types of
PMR; conventional PMR (CMR) and shingled magnetic recording
(SMR). These versions have a similar recording type but isolate
read/write operations between adjacent tracks differently. Unlike
CMR, HM-SMR heads are not drop-in replacements for traditional
drives and require system software modifications [25, 26]. There-
fore, for our study we selected HDDs that have GMR heads with a
PMR recording method. Advanced head type technologies, includ-
ing TDMR, HAMR and MAMR, are still evolving and do not have
enough market presence yet for a generalizability study. Challenges
like disk material, heat dissipation, and complex production cycles
have not been completely resolved [27, 28].

4.3 Experiment Setup
For our experimental attack model, we defined the four different
scenarios described in Section 2.5. The Live-Human-Aerial scenario
required the human speaker to read the audio sample transcription
at the loudness level of normal conversation. A digital sound level
meter was held above the HDDs read/write head to ensure the
speech loudness remained around 60 dB at the point of measure-
ment. We recruited a Male volunteer as our live human speaker
and he was instructed to talk in the direction of the HDD with his
mouth at a 0.3 meter distance for all experiments.

For the first machine-rendered speech scenario, Loudspeaker-
Aerial, the portable loudspeaker was held up by the experimenter, at
a distance of 0.3 meters, and directed at the HDD. All experiments
for this scenario were done in a consistently similar setting in re-
gards to the loudspeaker’s position and the evaluators involvement.
In a practical situation, human speech and loudspeaker output is
not directed towards an HDD; but rather towards the other person
participating in the conversation or out into the open space. This
would cause dampening of the sound waves so we directed our
external speech at the HDD in order tomaximize the possible impact
from the sound waves.

The second machine-rendered speech scenario, Loudspeaker-
Same-Surface, introduced a shared surface between the speech
source and the HDD. Our experimental setup placed the portable
loudspeaker device on the same table as the HDD, at a distance of
0.3 meters. Again, we pointed the loudspeaker towards the HDD to
maximize the vibrational effect.

The third machine-rendered scenario, Loudspeaker-Touching, rep-
resented the greatest threat instance where the vibrations from the
loudspeaker propagate directly into the HDD without having to
pass through other decoupled materials or the air. The setup placed
the loudspeaker on its back, with speakers facing up, and the HDD
sitting on top. This ensures the most severe propagation of vibra-
tions into the HDD. Appendix Figure 9 provides images of our
experimental setup for the machine-rendered speech scenarios.

For each machine-rendered scenario described above, the laser
vibrometer (PDV-100 or OFV-5000 for experiments with normal
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(a) Female Speaker (b) Male Speaker

Figure 2: Frequency Spectrum graphs comparing vibration measurement sam-
ples for the Harvard Sentences F1 (Female) and M25 (Male) speech samples in
the Loudspeaker-Touching (Loud SPL) scenario.

loudness speech; PDV-100, OFV-5000, or Vibroflex for experiments
with loud speech; Vibroflex for experiments with very loud speech)
was attached to a tripod stand and positioned above the HDD, fac-
ing downwards. The vibrometer’s laser was pointed directly at and
focused onto the topmost read/write head of each HDD. Although
some HDDs tested had multiple, stacked read/write heads, the me-
chanical coupling of the heads should result in an even propagation
of induced vibrations throughout. Therefore, measuring the top-
most head does not introduce a bias. Inline with the set-up used in
HDD natural vibration measurement studies via vibrometry [29],
the laser intersected the read/write head at the perpendicular angle
to minimize the measurement error margin. For each experiment,
the read/write remained idle in a fixed position. This scenario is
more favorable for the feasibility of the attack as the read/write head
is more affected by external vibrations. The vibrometer measure-
ment was manually started and stopped to encompass the entirety
of each speech sample played or spoken. Again, the digital sound
level meter was held above the read/write head in each machine-
rendered scenario to ensure the speech audio was in the correct
decibel range for each SPL setting that we defined.

We had to expose the disc platters and read/write head of each
HDD to perform our experiments. This was done by either com-
pletely or partially removing the front casing of the HDDs. None
of the HDDs used were filled with Helium so typical operations
were not affected by this setup. We recognize that removing the
front casing of the HDD makes it more vulnerable to background
noise that could affect its ability to act as a microphone. However,
we believe that in this case any such background noise would not
affect the results of our study as we intentionally injected noise
around the HDD. Therefore, any minor background noise would
have a negligible effect on the read/write head.

The scenario tested in these experiments (i.e., eavesdropping on
HDDwith front case removed) is not intended to recreate a real-world
scenario, but rather to create a favorable scenario where speech
vibrations are induced at a higher magnitude, and measured with
greater precision, than would likely occur with a real-life attacker.

4.4 Data Collection
All data collection was performed in a quiet office space in order
to minimize the effects of any external noise. Data collection was
performed both in the presence and absence of speech samples in
order to establish a baseline for future comparison in our analyses.
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Figure 3: The top graph is the time domain of the original audio. The mid-
dle graph is the time domain of the reconstructed audio. And the bottom
graph is the cross-correlation between the two signals. Notice the peak in the
cross-correlation graph at lag=0 which indicates some correlation between
the signals (i.e., some amount of speech information may be contained in the
signal). *Graphs generated from Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 1TB HDD data.

Speech Dataset:We used a collection of Harvard sentences sample
phrases from the IEEE Recommended Practices for Speech Quality
Measurements [30]. These speech samples were chosen because
the sentences recorded are all phonetically balanced to use specific
phonemes at the same frequency that they appear in the English
spoken language. The set of Harvard sentences have been widely
used in standardized testing of telephone, cellphone, and Voice over
IP systems. The sentences are divided into 72 lists that each contain
10 phrases/sentences. The provided speech sample recordings are
per list, meaning each sample contains a single speaker saying each
of the 10 phrases from that list. We utilized the recordings of three of
these lists (F1-F3) from one female speaker for a total of 60 recorded
sentence samples for the machine-rendered speech experiments.
Additionally, the Male live human speaker read the transcription
of these speech samples for the Live-Human-Aerial experiments.
We performed an experiment to compare female and male speaker
samples from the Harvard sentences dataset. Figure 2 shows the
frequency spectrum graphs generated for the F1 and M25 samples
in the Loudspeaker-Touching (Loud SPL) scenario. We can see that a
similar frequency range is captured for both samples, but the female
speaker frequencies related to the speech are slightly stronger.
We believe this may be due to the higher frequencies present in
female speech which make them more distinguishable among the
other vibrational noise that is induced. Therefore, we focus our
experiments on a set of female speech samples in order to observe
greater levels of speech leakage. However, in real-world settings we
believe the vibration-based eavesdropping attack can have similar
potentials for success for both female and male speakers.

5 Signal Analysis of Collected Data
The speech samples used for each scenario consisted of 10 different
sentences spoken in succession with an average total sample length
of around 30 seconds. With a vibrometer sampling frequency of
44kHz, approximately 1.3 million raw data points were collected
for each measurement. Vibration data was measured in the time
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(b) Aerial-Normal (60 dB)
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(c) Same Surface-Normal (60 dB)
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(d) Touching-Normal (60 dB)
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(e) Live human speech
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(f) Aerial-Loud (70 dB)
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(h) Touching-Loud (70 dB)

Figure 4: Frequency spectrum graphs of the Hitachi 80 GB HDD. We identify some scenarios that likely contain information leakage: Loudspeaker-Touching
scenario in the normal SPL setting, and all scenarios in the loud SPL setting, contain distinct frequency markers (outlined in blue boxes) that correspond to the 10
spoken sentences in the original audio.

domain and stored as raw ASCII data (referred to as vibration
signal) and .wav sound file conversion (referred to as reconstructed
audio). Before performing our different components of analyses,
we implemented data pre-processing techniques to enhance any
speech captured by the vibrometer measurements, and to reduce
any background noise that was present in the signal.
Time-Domain Analysis of Reconstructed Audio: The laser
vibrometer equipment used can measure vibration in both the time
and frequency domains. For our research, we measured vibration
in the time domain and stored both the raw time domain data and
the generated time domain graphs. To recognize the effects of the
external speech, we first measured the natural vibrations of the
HDDs (i.e., in absence of speech). Comparing the amplitudes of
vibration measurements in the time domain between the scenarios
with and without speech allowed us to identify where, if at all, the
external speech induced an effect.

To pre-process the data, we considered speech enhancement
routines from the speech processing toolbox, VOICEBOX [31], im-
plemented in Matlab. Specifically, we were interested in the rou-
tines specsub, spendred, ssubmmse, and ssubmmsev. The specsub
routine performs speech enhancement using spectral substrac-
tion. The spendred routine performs speech enhancement and
dereverberation. And, the ssubmmse and ssubmmsev routines use
minimum-mean square error (MMSE) criteria for speech enhance-
ment with ssubmmsev additionally implementing voice activity
detection (VAD) based noise estimations. Running each routine on
the converted speech samples and comparing the filtered samples,
we determined the best performing routine. Specifically, the ssub-
mmse routine had the greatest speech enhancement and static noise
reduction. Therefore, ssubmmse was used for noise filtering and we
refer to the post-processed samples as “enhanced” audio.

For our time domain analysis, we compared the time domain
graphs of the original audio played in our experiments to the time

domain graphs of the enhanced audio reconstructed from our vi-
brometer measurements. Our analysis starts in the time domain
because it allowed us to compare the presence of speech features
in the raw signals. If speech features are strong enough in the re-
constructed signal, we would find consistent patterns that match
the original speech signal. Here, we will look for peaks (caused
by speech) in the enhanced signal that align with the peaks in the
original signal. For the 10 different sentences in each audio file, we
would expect to see 10 different peaks in the enhanced signal that
correspond to the 10 sentences in the original file. An example of
this comparison is shown in Figure 3. In the enhanced signal we
can clearly see the 10 unique peaks throughout the signal that align
with the 10 peaks in the original audio.
Frequency-Domain Analysis of Vibration Signal: For our fre-
quency domain analysis, we utilized the raw vibration data col-
lected from the vibrometer because it contained the full spectrum
of captured frequencies. With this, we were able to generate the
full spectrum graphs for each measurement to identify where the
relevant frequency markers appear – we identified that vibrations
induced on the HDD by the external audio appeared within the
150-1000Hz frequency range. Therefore, we focused on this fre-
quency band for our analysis. We continued our analysis in the
frequency domain because speech signals can be obfuscated such
that the characteristic patterns of the original speech are no longer
identifiable in the time domain. However, an obfuscated signal may
still contain frequencies unique to the original speech that could be
used to extract certain speech information. Therefore, we found it
important to explore both the time and frequency domains to fully
understand the potential for speech information leakage.

Matlab provides convenient tools for visualizing the frequency
spectrum of time domain data. Therefore, we generated frequency
spectrum graphs for additional analysis. The spectrum graphs are
heat maps of the present frequencies in each scenario and were
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used to easily identify any frequency markers directly caused by
exposure to the speech signals. Again, we looked for 10 distinct
frequency signatures that correspond to the 10 sentence utterances
in the original audio. Figure 4 shows the frequency spectrum graphs
for each experiment scenario from the Hitachi HDD. We can see
that some of the tested scenarios contain clear frequency signatures
in the spectrum graphs that may indicate information leakage.
Cross-correlation Analysis of Input vs. Reconstructed Audio:
To confirm observations from the time domain graph and frequency
spectrum graph comparisons, we must use a quantifiable measure.
Cross-correlation can determine how similar two signals are so
we implement this measure to compare our reconstructed samples
with the original speech audio. Similarly, we compare an audio
sample of natural HDD vibrations (no speech information) with the
original audio to determine a baseline correlation. We reason that if
the correlation between our reconstructed samples and the original
speech audio is similar to the correlation between natural vibration
noise and the original speech audio, it will indicate a lack of speech
information. Before determining the similarity between the samples,
we further processed the enhanced audio files described above to
isolate any existing speech characteristics for the cross-correlation
analysis. For this, we applied a low bandpass filter on the enhanced
audio to capture frequencies between 150-1000 Hz. We also re-
sampled the original audio so that it would have the same sampling
rate as the enhanced audio file. Lastly, we aligned the signals before
performing cross-correlation.

We computed the cross-correlation between the time domain
data of the original and enhanced audio samples. The graphs in-
cluded in this paper were generated for measurements using the
Harvard Sentence Set, F1 audio. We use the graphs for the F1 audio
as a concrete example throughout the paper, but the other data
collected using the Harvard Sentences F2 and F3 samples as the
original audio achieved the same results. Cross-correlation com-
putes the dot-product of two signals as a function of time. As a
result, the sliding nature of the algorithm will obtain the maximum
output value when the peaks and troughs in each of the signals
best align with each other. Since we aligned our signals before
computing the cross-correlation, we would expect to see a peak in
the correlation graph at the point lag=0. In the cross-correlation
graphs in Figures 12c & 12d we can see the large peak indicating
strong signal correlation. Our cross-correlation analysis is in line
with the signal analysis performed in [5].
Speech Intelligibility Metric Analysis: As an additional step to
evaluate the intelligibility of speech in our recovered samples, we
utilized two different speech intelligibility metrics. The Perceptual
Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) is a measure for assessing
speech quality in telephone networks introduced by Rix et al. [32],
and used in [5]. PESQ has a value range of [0 - 4.5] with 4.5 in-
dicating the highest quality of intelligible speech. We also used
Short-term Objective Intelligibility (STOI) from a work by Taal et
al. [33]. This metric is designed for short clips of time-frequency
weighted speech audio in noisy environments and has a value range
of [0 - 1] with 1.0 indicating the highest quality of speech. We calcu-
lated scores for sentence samples collected from each experimental
scenario.We selected the highest quality sample, among the Seagate
Barracuda samples, for each sentence set. Each of the 10 sentences

in the selected samples were isolated and received individual metric
scores for a total of 30 scores averaged per scenario.
Automatic Speech Recognition Analysis: To assess the poten-
tial for machine-recognition, we performed an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) analysis of our enhanced audio samples. Using
the online Google Speech-to-Text (STT) interface [34], we input a
selection of our enhanced samples that performed best in our live
human analysis. We determined ASR success by how well it could
transcribe the original speech in our enhanced samples.
SpecializedClassificationAnalysis:We conducted an exploratory
analysis of the machine learning classification potential of our re-
covered samples for achieving speech recognition. We focused
on a specific setting for each speech source/propagation medium.
Specifically, we compiled 10 samples of the F1 sentence set, across
multiple HDDs, for each of the selected scenarios. The samples
were all processed to isolate each of the 10 sentences, resulting in
10 samples per sentence (100 total samples per scenario). We gener-
ated Mel-frequency cepstrum (MFCC) feature sets for each sample
because they are the most commonly used for speech recognition
systems. We tested four learning models (Naïve Bayes, Logistic
Regression, MultiClass, and Random Forest) using 10-Fold CV.

6 Results
From our analysis, we note the significant observations made and
discuss those results in this section. We organize our results into
3 sub-sections: (1) scenarios that showed information leakage, in-
cluding scenarios that recreate the results of [5]; (2) scenarios that
did not show information leakage, and (3) our human intelligibility
study. A higher level summary of our overall results is depicted
in Table 1, and the detailed results are discussed in this section. In
Table 1, we say that information leakage for a particular setting is
Not Likely if information leakage could not be identified for any
of the tested HDDs, Likely if information leakage can be proven
for at least one, and up to half, of the tested HDDs, and Very Likely
if proven for more than half of the tested HDDs. Due to space
limitations, only the most significant graphs/figures supporting
our analysis/results are presented in the paper as illustrative ex-
amples (and some in appendix); for full set of graphs, we refer to
our website: https://sites.google.com/view/hearing-check-failed. In
all cases, our results have been consistently validated via both our
quantitative (correlation-based) analysis and qualitative (inspection-
based in time and frequency domains) analysis.

6.1 Leakage Present / Recreated Prior Results
Through our research, we identified some of the tested scenar-
ios in which information leakage was present and verifiable. In
the Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario, we observed that information
leakage was likely when the external speech was in the loud SPL
setting (>70 dB). This is one of our insights that was empirically
demonstrated in our work via the LDV methodology. In this sce-
nario we observed vibration responses in two of the tested HDDs
(Seagate (250 GB) and Hitachi) that were confirmed with our cross-
correlation analysis. Examples of the vibration responses we looked
to find in the spectrum graphs from this scenario are displayed in
Figure 4f. In the Loudspeaker-Same-Surface scenario, we also ob-
served that information leakage was likely (occurring in the same
two HDDs) when the external speech was in the loud SPL setting
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Table 1: Summary of results for the different experimental parameters tested. *Scenarios labeled “Not Likely” did not indicate leakage in any of the HDDs tested in
our study. The bold text identifies experimental parameters that recreate the setup in [5].

Speech Source Transfer
Medium Loudness Level Information

Leakage? HDDs Used Vibrometers Used

Live Human Aerial Normal
(60 dB)

Not Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu PDV-100, OFV-5000

Loudspeaker Device

Aerial
Normal
(60 dB)

Not Likely Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu PDV-100, OFV-5000

Loud
(70 dB)

Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu,
Seagate 7200.12 PDV-100, OFV-5000, Vibroflex

Very Loud
(85 dB)

Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate 7200.12 Vibroflex

Shared
Surface

Normal
(60 dB)

Not Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu PDV-100, OFV-5000

Loud
(70 dB)

Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu,
Seagate 7200.12 PDV-100, OFV-5000, Vibroflex

Very Loud
(85 dB)

Very Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate 7200.12 Vibroflex

Direct Contact
Normal
(60 dB)

Very Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu PDV-100, OFV-5000

Loud
(70 dB)

Very Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate (250 GB), Hitachi, Fujitsu,
Seagate 7200.12 PDV-100, OFV-5000, Vibroflex

Very Loud
(85 dB)

Very Likely Seagate (80 GB), Seagate 7200.12 Vibroflex

and confirmed this observation with our cross-correlation analysis.
Figure 4g shows examples of the frequency spectrum graphs from
the Loudspeaker-Same-Surface scenario that indicate information
leakage. For the Loudspeaker-Touching scenario, we found that in-
formation leakage was very likely in both the normal and loud SPL
settings. The time domain graphs and frequency spectrum graphs
for the data collected in both loudness settings showed distinct
peaks/frequency markers that corresponded to the 10 sentence ut-
terances in the original file. Figures 4d & 4h and Appendix Figures
11e and 11h show the clear frequency signatures induced in the
Loudspeaker-Touching scenario. Cross-correlation graphs for this
data confirm the information leakage.

As was reported in the study of Kwong et al., our experiments
showed that speech emanating from a loudspeaker device, at 85 dB,
and traveling through the air can induce vibrations on the read/write
head of a Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 HDD and leak speech informa-
tion. We recreated this setup (specifically the loudness level of the
audio) in our work as the Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario in the very
loud SPL setting. We visually inspected the speech presence in this
scenario from our time and frequency domain analyses, and went
on to confirm this with our cross-correlation analysis that revealed
a large peak in the cross-correlation graph, indicating a strong cor-
relation between the reconstructed and original signals. Therefore,
we were successfully able to recreate the results of Kwong et al. and
show the presence of speech information leakage at the dB level
that they used in their experiments. The time domain graphs for
the Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario (alongside time domain graphs of
the original audio, control measurement, and live human speech
scenario data for comparison) are shown in Appendix Figure 10.
This confirms that our LDV methodology can achieve the same
results as PES, validating our other data.

Lastly, the data collected in the very loud SPL setting for the
Loudspeaker-Same-Surface and Loudspeaker-Touching scenarios
revealed speech information leakage was very likely. These ob-
servations were confirmed via the cross-correlation calculations –
we see peaks at lag=0 in the graphs. The bottom graph in Figure
3 shows an example of a cross-correlation graph generated from

Table 2: Average speech intelligibility metric scores calculated for each speech
source-propagation medium scenario. Metric scores for raw microphone
recordings (no noise, fully intelligible) are included for comparison.

Speech 
Source

Prop. 
Medium SPL Level PESQ STOI

Live Human Aerial Normal 1.4 0.27

Loudspeaker

Aerial

Normal 1.4 0.28

Loud 1.5 0.26

Very Loud 1.5 0.30

Same Surface

Normal 1.4 0.27

Loud 1.7 0.25

Very Loud 1.7 0.36

Touching

Normal 1.8 0.52

Loud 1.6 0.48

Very Loud 2.1 0.57

Microphone Recording (Raw) Loud 3.5 0.93

Loudspeaker-Touching data in the very loud SPL setting, and the
large peak at lag=0 indicating strong correlation.

6.2 Leakage Absent
As our experiments encompass a broad array of attack scenarios,
we also identified some scenarios in which information leakage
appears to be absent in the vibrometer collected data. Most notably,
we found information leakage in the Live-Human-Aerial scenario
was not likely. None of the HDDs tested in this scenario showed any
indication of speech presence in their time domain and frequency
spectrum graphs. This was further supported with cross-correlation
calculations from which we confirmed there were no peaks in the
correlation graph, indicating that the reconstructed audio is not
correlated to the original audio (i.e., no information leakage). Again,
this is a new insight that we empirically demonstrated with many
varying parameter settings and the LDV methodology. Figure 5
shows the cross-correlation graphs generated from each HDD in
the Live-Human-Aerial scenario.
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Figure 5: Cross-correlation between original audio and reconstructed audio from the Live-Human-Aerial scenario of each HDD. The correlation between the
original audio and a control (No Speech) measurement, taken from the Seagate Barracuda 80 GB HDD, was included for comparison. These graphs use the same
y-axis scale as the correlation graph in Figure 4 to allow for peak size comparison.

Similar to our observations of the Live-Human-Aerial scenario
data, the data collected in the Loudspeaker-Aerial and Loudspeaker-
Same-Surface scenarios, in the normal SPL setting, also showed no
evidence of speech information leakage for all of the tested HDDs.
Figures 4b & 4c and Appendix Figures 11c & 11d show frequency
spectrum graphs from two of the HDDs that we tested. For each of
these HDDs, there was no clear response observed so the potential
for information leakage in an attack scenario is not likely. The
absence of speech information in all samples was confirmed with
cross-correlation analysis. The resulting cross-correlation graphs
did not contain any peaks that would indicate information loss.

6.3 Speech Intelligibility Metric Analysis
Here we describe the results from our speech intelligibility met-
ric analysis. Table 2 displays the averaged PESQ and STOI scores
calculated for each experimental scenario. First, we see low PESQ
scores for nearly all scenarios compared to the score generated
for the raw microphone recordings. If a PESQ score of 3.5 (out of
a possible 4.5) represents fully intelligible speech, we can see the
lack of speech leakage in our recovered samples. Almost all sce-
narios and loudness levels obtained PESQ scores less than half of
the microphone sample score. We do see the Touching-Very Loud
scenario achieved a PESQ score over 2.0, which is an indicator of
greater speech leakage potential in this single scenario.

Continuing, we also used the STOI metric to evaluate speech
intelligibility. STOI is specialized for shorter, noisy audio clips and
may be a more accurate metric for determining perceived speech
intelligibility. We see that the raw microphone recordings obtained
an STOI score of 0.93 (out of 1.0), confirming highly intelligible
speech. In contrast, we observed much lower scores for recovered
samples from most of the experimental scenarios. Both the Live
Human and Loudspeaker-Aerial scenarios (at all loudness levels)

received STOI scores of ≤0.30 indicating very low speech intel-
ligibility. We see similarly low scores for the Loudspeaker-Same
Surface samples, except in the Very Loud setting that achieved a
score of 0.36. Although this is still indicative of low intelligibility,
we see a decent increase in the score compared to the lower volume
levels. Lastly, the Loudspeaker-Touching scenario shows a more
significant improvement in STOI scores. Even at the lower volume
levels we see scores around 0.50, with a maximum score of 0.57
achieved in the Very Loud setting. While these scores are lower
than the microphone recordings, they are larger than the other
scores achieved which indicates a real potential for speech leakage.

6.4 Automatic Speech Recognition Analysis
Our ASR analysis revealed Google STT was unsuccessful at identi-
fying the original speech in our selected samples and the majority
of samples resulted in no textual output. However, some samples
from the Loudspeaker-Same Surface and Loudspeaker-Touching
scenarios did result in transcription attempts (i.e., some textual out-
put), although incorrect. The words that were “transcribed” were
not from the original speech so ASR was still unsuccessful. These
results do indicate more speech leakage potential for these propa-
gation media when the speech is Loud or Very Loud. And although
recognition accuracy by ASR was still 0%, the textual output sug-
gests speech content was detected.

6.5 Specialized Classification Analysis
The classification results that we observe support our previous
conclusions about when leakage is present and absent. First, we
find that none of the classifiers were able to achieve accuracies
above the random guessing rate (10%) for the samples recovered
from Live Human speech at the normal loudness level. Next, we
find that the recovered Loudspeaker-Aerial samples in the Loud
SPL setting achieved an accuracy slightly above random guessing
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(d) Loudspeaker-Touching

Figure 6: Time domain graphs for the original audio and data collected from the Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 1TB HDD in each of the different propagation medium
scenarios, in the very loud SPL setting. Notice how the degree of information leakage, related to the amplitude of the signal peaks, increases from the Aerial to
Same-Surface to Touching scenarios.

for the Logistic Regression classifier (12%). However, the other
classifiers had accuracies below that of random guessing. For the
Loudspeaker-Same Surface samples in the Loud SPL level, we find
that the Logistic Regression and MultiClass classifiers achieved
accuracies above the random guessing rate (19% and 12%), but the
other classifiers performed worse than random guessing. Lastly, the
recovered samples from the Loudspeaker-Touching scenario, in the
Loud SPL setting, actually demonstrated real potential for speech
leakage.We find that three of the classifiers achieved accuracies of at
least double the random guessing rate, with the maximum accuracy
observed being four times the random guessing rate (21%, 20%, and
40%). Although 40% classification accuracy is not significant for
demonstrating a successful speech recognition attack, compared to
other accuracies we can clearly see the potential for speech leakage
in the Touching scenarios, while others have little potential.

7 Summary & Further Insights
We observed that the potential for speech information leakage was
directly related to some of the parameters that we explored in our
study. Both the transfer medium by which the sound waves propa-
gated and the loudness (dB) of the external speech appeared to have
significant influence on the strength of the induced vibrations (i.e.,
the amount of information loss). The difference between transfer
mediums was seen by comparing the results of our analysis across
the different mediums for each HDD. For all HDDs tested, we can
describe the strength of induced vibrations (i.e., amount of informa-
tion leakage) in terms of the propagation medium as: Direct Contact
> Shared Surface > Aerial. The time domain graphs displayed in
Figure 6 show the increasing strength of induced vibrations across
these propagation mediums.

Similarly, we observed a consistent trend in the relation between
speech loudness and information leakage for all HDDs tested. As
expected, we found that a louder speech source will induce stronger
vibrations on an HDD. From our experiments, we can describe the
strength of induced vibrations in terms of the loudness of the origi-
nal speech as: Very Loud > Loud >Normal. The very loud SPL setting

(85 dB) consistently produced data with the most information leak-
age, while the normal SPL level (60 dB) produced data with little
or no information leakage, depending on the scenario. The trends
defined above for both transfer medium and loudness can be seen
in the time domain and frequency spectrum graphs. Further analy-
sis via cross-correlation and human listening, to determine speech
intelligibility, confirmed these observed trends. Appendix Figure 12
displays the cross-correlation graphs created for the original audio
vs. data collected from the Seagate 80 GB HDD in the control setting
(no speech) and in the normal, loud, and very loud SPL settings. We
clearly see that the peak size at lag=0 increases from No Speech
to Normal to Loud to Very Loud SPL setting, demonstrating that
increased volume of the source speech will cause greater informa-
tion leakage (i.e., higher correlation). Our results for the transfer
medium and loudness level parameters are inline with the results
reported in [5]. We recreated their specific results by using the same
exact HDD in our Loudspeaker-Aerial scenario at the very loud
SPL setting. We replicated their correlation analysis and confirmed
leakage in the settings of [5].

8 Discussion & Future Work
Limitations: The conclusions of our work are limited to the real-
world speech scenarios represented in our experiments, and the
attacks that specifically target HDD vibrations. We make no claims
of presence/absence of speech leakage in attack scenarios where
speech vibrations are recorded off of an object other than an HDD,
or from the speech source itself. The favorable conditions we main-
tained in our experiments such as the open HDD case with exposed
read/write head and source speech at a close distance are meant to
allow for higher quality vibration measurements (than an attacker
could make). Additionally, we find that the internal vibrational
noise created when the HDD is powered on is one of the great-
est hindrances to capturing vibrations proportional to the source
speech. We acknowledge that our results are only applicable to
HDD speech eavesdropping attacks under certain settings.
Potential Future Directions: There are many factors that deter-
mine how an object is affected by acoustic vibrations including
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physical structure and natural vibrations that exist within that
object. This encourages us to investigate this subject further and
elaborate on the work we have done in this project. Specifically, we
can conduct additional experiments with other HDD models and
explore different solid transfer mediums. We will look to determine
what materials, if any, are more conducive to propagating vibra-
tions. Laser vibrometry allows us to explore the vibration domain in
extensive detail and inspires new research objectives. For example,
the threat of DDoS attacks against HDDs from sound waves [35]
could be fully explored using our laser vibrometry methodology.

9 Other Related Works
Information leakage via vibration measurements has been stud-
ied in prior works. In [8], Marquardt et. al showed how vibrations
recorded by a smartphone’s accelerometer can be used to determine
the text typed on the smartphone. In [36], [37] and [9], authors
performed similar research on inferring a user’s touchscreen in-
puts on an Android device by utilizing the vibrations recorded by
motion sensors. Michalevsky et. al. [10] showed the gyroscope of a
mobile phone may be sensitive enough to react to speech signals.
Further research into this vulnerability, performed by Anand et al.
[38], found that live human speech and machine-rendered speech
were not able to induce a vibrational effect on the motion sensors
of an Android phone across the aerial medium. Interestingly, the
insights gained from our paper support the study of [38], but our
work focuses on an independent application domain involving the
potential of HDDs eavesdropping over speech. Additionally, our
work confirms this observation for an attack scenario that utilizes
vibration sensors with much greater resolution (up to 44.1 kHz)
than is found in MEMS (100Hz to 200Hz). While higher sensor fi-
delity can certainly lead to increased eavesdropping potential from
vibration data, our study demonstrates that the threat to live speech
is still very low even when finer grained data can be acquired.

The use of vibrations for sound reconstruction has also been
explored. In [39], Davis et al. use a high speed camera to capture
footage of varying objects exposed to sound such as an empty
bag of chips and a plant. From the footage, vibration data was
extracted and used to reconstruct the external sound. Cordourier et
al. demonstrate [40] that human speech can be reconstructed using
nasal vibrations measured by a pair of smart glasses. Therefore, if
an accurate vibration measurement of the sound waves of speech
can be made, it would be feasible to reconstruct speech. The success
of this is largely determined by both the quality of the speech and
the quality of the vibrations measured. Uniquely, our work has
performed a broad investigation of multiple key parameters that
affect the success of speech eavesdropping. Doing this allows our
study to better generalize the feasibility of this attack.

10 Conclusion
In this work, we have analyzed the vibrational impact induced on
the read/write heads of different HDD models and observed that ex-
tracting speech information in some settings is difficult, even with
speech enhancement procedures. Our results suggest that in realis-
tic scenarios, standard magnetic HDDs are unlikely to leak sensitive
speech information from an aerial source via vibrations that are
induced on the read/write head. Using the LDV methodology, we

empirically prove the effect of different parameters (i.e., volume,
propagation medium) on eavesdropping success under certain stan-
dard conditions. We recreated the results of previous work on this
attack to confirm the validity of our vibrometer methodology.

Considering the higher-risk threat model used in our study, we
suspect that under live settings (where the favorable conditions
of our experimental setup do not exist) the severity of vibrational
impacts would be lessened. Therefore, we believe that sound waves
are less likely to induce vibrations that could leak speech informa-
tion, unless the sound waves can propagate through a solid shared
medium or direct contact and are above the normal loudness range for
human conversation. In this light, it seems that the potential threat
of HDDs eavesdropping is not as viable as previously suggested.
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A Appendix
A.1 Hard Disk Drive Information and PES

Experiment

Table 3: Specifications of the HDDs tested in our study

Manufacturer Model
(Capacity)

Interface
(Spindle Speed)

W/D/H
(Weight)

Seagate Technology LLC ST31000528AS 7200.12
(1 TB)

Serial ATA-600
(7200 rpm)

4 in / 5.8 in / 1 in
(1.37 lbs)

Seagate Technology LLC ST380013AS
(80 GB)

Serial ATA-150
(7200 rpm)

4 in / 5.8 in / 1.03 in
(1.4 lbs)

Seagate Technology LLC ST250DM000
(250 GB)

Serial ATA-600
(7200 rpm)

4 in / 5.8 in / 0.8 in
(0.92 lbs)

Hitachi Global HDS728080PLA380
(80 GB)

Serial ATA-300
(7200 rpm)

4 in / 5.7 in / 1 in
(1.30 lbs)

Fujitsu Company, LTD MHY2120BH
(120 GB)

Serial ATA-150
(5400 rpm)

2.8 in / 3.9 in / 0.4 in
(0.223 lbs)

Figure 7: Force diagram showing the natural vibrations internal to
HDDs.

Toggle PES: 
1. ON
2. OFF

PES
ON

PES
OFF

PES
ON

AMUX
PIN?

Diagnostics Interface
HDD Circuit Board

Figure 8: Diagram depicting initial experiment conducted to attempt
finding the exposed AMUX pin on an HDD motherboard. All HDDs in
this study were used in this experiment and observing the oscilloscope
output, we found that none of the HDDs had the AMUX pin exposed
for reading PES data.
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A.2 Setups of the Experimental Speech Source Scenarios

(a) Aerial Setup (b) Same-Surface Setup (c) Touching Setup

Figure 9: Images of the 3 scenario setups that use the loudspeaker as the speech source.

A.3 Comparison of Time-Domain Graphs
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Figure 10: Side-by-side time domain graphs for original vs. reconstructed audio from each Aerial scenario. Aligning peaks in the Very Loud-Aerial graph indicate
information leakage. Control, Live Human, Normal-Aerial, and Loud-Aerial data was collected from Hitachi HDD and Very Loud-Aerial data was collected from
Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 1TB.
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A.4 Additional Graphs
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(a) Baseline measurement
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(b) Live human speech
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(c) Aerial setup-normal SPL(<70 dB)
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(d) Same-surface setup-normal SPL(<70 dB)
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(e) Touching setup-normal SPL(<70 dB)
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(f) Aerial setup-loud SPL(>70 dB)
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(g) Same-surface setup-loud SPL(>70 dB)
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(h) Touching setup-loud SPL(>70 dB)

Figure 11: Frequency spectrum graphs of the Fujitsu 120 GB mini-HDD
reveal that only the Loudspeaker-Touching scenarios induce a noticeable
frequency change - outlined by the blue boxes.
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(a) No Speech (<40 dB)
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(b) Normal SPL (60 dB)
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(c) Loud SPL (70 dB to 80 dB)
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(d) Very Loud SPL (>85 dB)

Figure 12: Cross-correlation graphs from the Seagate 80 GB
HDD in each of the different loudness settings, for Loudspeaker-
Touching scenario, vs. original audio. The degree of information
leakage, related to the amplitude of the central peak at lag=0,
increases from No Speech to Normal to Loud to Very Loud SPL
settings.
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